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Abstract: In airborne tracking, the blind Doppler makes the target undetectable, resulting in tracking difficulties. In this paper,
we studied most possible blind-Doppler cases and summed them up into two types: targets’ intentional tangential flying to radar
and unintentional flying with large tangential speed. We proposed an interacting multiple model (IMM) particle filter which
combines a constant velocity model and an acceleration model to handle maneuvering motions. We compared the IMM particle
filter with a previous particle filter solution. Simulation results showed that the IMM particle filter outperforms the method in
previous works in terms of tracking accuracy and continuity.
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INTRODUCTION
In airborne radar tracking, when the target flies
tangentially with respect to the tracking radar, the
reflected Doppler frequency from the target will become indiscriminate to the receiving radar, and the
range-rate (or Doppler speed) of that flight may possibly be lower than the blind Doppler limit, i.e., the
least range-rate the radar can measure. During the
blind Doppler, there is no gated observation from the
radar and this could last till the track is lost.
Although no tracking can be executed during the
blind Doppler, the blind Doppler cannot always be
maintained by the target and it has to reappear finally.
Therefore, it is required that tracking should be resumed as soon as the radar detects the target again.
The extended Kalman filter (EKF) is a competent
technique for tracking with mild nonlinearity (Gordon
and Ristic, 2002; Ristic et al., 2004), but this method
‡
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is incapable of resuming tracking due to the blind
Doppler’s great nonlinearity. Preferred means are the
particle filter (Arulampalam et al., 2002; Ristic et al.,
2004; Zang et al., 2007) and the combined Kalman/particle filter, which can resume tracking very
quickly by exploiting the prior knowledge of the blind
zone (Gordon and Ristic, 2002; Zaugg et al., 2003).
A major difficulty of using constant velocity (CV)
motion model for this issue lies in the target’s maneuverability which specifically refers to the varying
extent of the blind Doppler region (existing period
and area) and accelerations before the target’s hiding
and after its reappearance. The methods in (Gordon
and Ristic, 2002; Zaugg et al., 2003) may have difficulties in dealing with such maneuverability. Multiple model method is a main trend of dealing with
high maneuver motions. (Li and Jilkov, 2005).
Therefore, in this paper, based on previous work in
(Gordon and Ristic, 2002), we borrowed the main
ideas of the interacting multiple model particle filter
proposed by Boers and Driessen (2003) to improve
the filtering (Blom and Bar-Shalom, 1988; Boers and
Driessen, 2003). Despite the fact that interacting
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multiple model method enhances system complexity,
it requires fewer particles than single CV model to
obtain the same or better performance.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the movement model. Section 3
introduces the generalized types of the blind Doppler.
Section 4 describes the algorithm of the interacting
multiple model particle filter, and Section 5 presents
the simulation results. Finally we conclude the paper.

MOVEMENT MODEL
The movement is described efficiently by two
models: CV model and the acceleration model. We do
not know the true acceleration beforehand, therefore a
specified process noise is added to make the acceleration adjust itself. The detail will be discussed later.
The state dynamics are:

xk +1 = F ( xk , Tk , m) + Γ (Tk , m)vk (m),

(1)

where m={1,2}. m=1 corresponds to the CV model,
and m=2 corresponds to the acceleration model. State
evolutions of the two modes are given below:
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Tk=tk+1−tk, and vk(1) is a 2×1 white Gaussian noise
vector with covariance matrix Q(Tk)=σv2I2×2. vk(2) is
2×1 uniformly distributed noise, while axm and a ym

are set to be the maximum acceleration along x-axis
and y-axis respectively. This process noise for mode 2
can handle acceleration maneuverability from zero to
maximum acceleration, as remarked by Boers and
Driessen (2003).
The measurement equation is
zk=h(xk)+wk,

(2)

where zk=[Xk, Yk, rrk]T consists of position and
range-rate measurements Xk, Yk, rrk. The unbiased
conversions of measurements from polar coordinate
to Cartesian coordinate are given by Xk=λ−1rkcosθk,
Yk=λ−1rksinθk, with λ=exp(−σθ2/2) being the bias
compensation factor (Mo et al., 1998). σr, σrr and σθ
are the standard deviation for range, range-rate and
azimuth respectively.
Measurement noise wk is a 3×1 zero-mean
Gaussian vector with covariance matrix
 σ X2 k

Rk = σ X2 k Yk
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vk and wk are assumed to be independent.
The nonlinear function is defined as

h( xk ) =  xk



T

yk

xk vxk + yk v yk 
 .
xk2 + yk2 

(4)

The position variances and their cross-covariance are (Mo et al., 1998)
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σ X2 k = (λ −2 − 2)rk2 cos2 θ k + (rk2 + σ k2 )(1 + λ 4 cos 2θ k ) / 2,
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2
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σ Yk = (λ − 2)rk sin θ k + (rk + σ k )(1 + λ cos 2θ k ) / 2,
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2
2
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4
σ X k Yk = (λ − 2)rk cosθ k sinθ k + (rk + σ k )λ cos 2θ k / 2,
(5)
The detection probability is according to
 P , if ( x v + y v )

k xk
k yk
PD ( xk ) =  d
0,
else,

xk2 + yk2 ≥ Lo ,

(6)

where Lo is the blind Doppler limit, and Pd is set to a
number less than unity (Gordon and Ristic, 2002).

CASE STUDY
Under the constant velocity movement premise,
there are two typical types of blind Doppler. Type I is
intended tangential flying, and Type II is unintended
flying leading to the blind Doppler as illustrated in
Fig.1. Their true range-rate tracks are shown in Fig.2.
In Type I, starting with constant velocity motions
for 30 s, the target makes a 3g (Gravity acceleration,
40

g=9.81 m/s2) turn, reappearing from the blind zone by
the second 3g turn 15 s later, flies at the original
velocity for 10 s and makes the third 3g turn. Twenty
seconds later it reappears at the original velocity. In
the whole 120-s flight, the target intends to make two
blind Doppler zones as indicated in Fig.1a.
In Type II, the target flies at a constant velocity
for 100 s. The absolute value of the range-rate is
lower than the blind Doppler limit Lo for about 10 s
because of large tangential velocity.
ALGORITHM OF INTERACTING MULTIPLE
MODEL PARTICLE FILTER
To best highlight the blind Doppler, the target
movement in unrestricted area (all areas except for the
blind Doppler area) is not our main concern, but the
period before it enters the blind Doppler (a transition
from unrestricted area to the blind Doppler area) and
the period after it reappears (transitions from the blind
Doppler area to unrestricted area) are the decisive
stages that ensure tracking continuity. Therefore, this
algorithm aims at tracking the turns which can be
detected and gated in Type I.
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Fig.1 Flight track of Type I (a) and Type II (b)
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Fig.2 Range-rate of the flight. (a) Type I; (b) Type II
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Let xk1(n) and xk2(n) (n=1, …, N) denote the
particles for mode 1 and mode 2 respectively, and
xkBZ(n) (n=1, …, 2N) denote the blind zone particles.
Mode transition probability is a Markov chain described as pij=p{m(k+1)=j|m(k)=i}.
The IMM particle filter algorithm is given below:
Initialization: k=1.
Draw sample xk1(n), xk2(n) from p(x1). Set
p1BZ=0.
k=2, 3, …
(1) If Pd>0 and pk−1BZ==0, this means the target
is detected and was in unrestricted area in previous
sample time.
Interaction stage (mixing input):
i, j∈m={1, 2}.
Mixing probabilities:

µi| j (k − 1| k − 1) = pij µi (k − 1) / c j , c j = ∑ pij µi (k − 1).
i∈m

xˆ

j
k −1

A priori probability density for drawing samples
( n) :

pˆ 0j ( xk0−j1 | Z k −1 ) = ∑ pˆ i ( x ik −1 | Z k −1 ) µ i| j (k − 1| k − 1).
i∈m

where Zk−1 is measurement sequence {z1, …, zk−1}.
Filtering stage:
Predicted samples:
xki (n) = F [ xˆ ki −1 (n), Tk −1 , i ] + Γ (Tk −1 , i )vk −1 (i ).

Probability weights: wki (n) ∝ p[ zk | xki (n)].
N

Normalised weights: wki (n) = ∑ wki (n).
n =1

N

Mean of samples: xki = ∑ xki (n) wki (n).
n =1

Covariance of samples:
Pki = ∑ wki [ xki − xki (n)][xki − xki (n)]T .
Probability density formed by a sum of N
weighted Gaussian densities:
N

pi ( xki | Z k ) = ∑ wki (n) N [ xki (n),υi Pki ],
n =1

where υi = 0.5 N −2 / di , di is the dimension of the state
vector (Boers and Driessen, 2003).
Predicted output: zki (n) = h[ xki (n)] + wk .

N

Mean of predicted output: zki = ∑ wki (n) zki (n).
i =1

Residual covariance:
N

S ki = ∑{h[ xki (n)] − zki }{h[ xki (n)] − zki }T .
n =1

Innovations: rki = zk − zki .
Likelihoods: Lik = N (rki ;0, S ij ).

Mode probabilities: µ ki = Lik ci / c, c = ∑ Lik ci .
i∈m

pkBZ=0.

Set
Combined output stage: xk = ∑ µi xki .
i∈m

BZ

(2) If Pd>0 and pk−1 ==1, this means the target
is detected but was in blind area in previous sample
time.
Set mode probability to µi=0.5.
Evolve blind particles using mode 1 (assuming
only CV motions in blind zone)
xkBZ (n) = F [ xkBZ−1 (n), Tk −1 ,1] + Γ (Tk −1 ,1)vk (1).

Generate xk1(n), xk2(n) from xkBZ(n) with the
largest weights (That means selecting N particles with
the top N weights from the 2N blind-zone particles).
Next, implement the filtering stage, starting from
the “Normalised weights” step.
(3) If Pd==0 and pk−1BZ==0, this means the target
is in blind area but was in unrestricted area in previous sample time.
xk−1BZ(n) are generated from the resampling of
1
xk−1 (n), xk−12(n) using the resampling method in
(Ristic et al., 2004).
Evolve particles (assuming only CV motions in
blind zone)
xkBZ (n) = F [ xkBZ−1 (n), Tk −1 ,1] + Γ (Tk −1 ,1)vk −1 (1).

Set pkBZ=1.
(4) If Pd==0 and pk−1BZ==1, this means the target
is in blind area and was in blind area in previous
sample time.
Evolve blind particles using mode 1 (assuming
only CV motions in blind zone)
xkBZ (n) = F [xkBZ−1 (n), Tk −1 ,1] + Γ (Tk −1 ,1)vk (1).

Set pkBZ=1.
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SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulations are carried out by Matlab. We
compared the IMM particle filter with the particle
filter in (Gordon and Ristic, 2002). We evaluated both
filters’ performance by average errors and track score
S. The track score is defined by Sk′=Sk−1+δ +,
Sk=min(Sk′,1), if target detected and gated with the
filter not losing the track; otherwise Sk′=Sk−1−δ −,
Sk=max(Sk′,0), where δ +=0.02, δ −=0.03.
10
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matrix is π = 
.
0.05 0.95
Fig.3 and Fig.4 show the simulation results of
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m/s, σr=5 m, σrr=5 m/s and σθ=0.1 rad. The sample
interval Ts=1 s; the detection probability is Pd=0.9;
Lo=30 m/s; and the target speed is 800 km/h. The
maneuverability parameters are as=5~10 m/s2, and
axm = a ym = 20 m/s2. The mode transition probability
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Fig.3 Comparison of IMM particle filter and particle
filter proposed by Gordon and Ristic (2002). Simulation
results of Type I. (a) Average position errors of 50
simulations; (b) Average mode probabilities of 50 simulations; (c) Track score
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Fig.4 Comparison of IMM particle filter and particle
filter proposed by Gordon and Ristic (2002). Simulation
results of Type II. (a) Position errors; (b) Mode probability; (c) Track score
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Type I and Type II, respectively. We use 1000 particles for IMM particle filter, 3000 particles for particle
filter in (Gordon and Ristic, 2002) for Type I and
1000 for Type II.
The difference shown in Fig.3a is due to the fact
that the IMM particle filter kept tracking for all the
turning sections and thus stayed not far from the target when it was about to reappear. And the particle
filter in (Gordon and Ristic, 2002) could not follow
the target from the moment it entered the blind zone
and thus failed to resume tracking at the reappearance
of the target.
Fig.3b shows the mode probabilities roughly
coincide with the target’s true state of movement.
Since the initial value of the acceleration in mode 2 is
set to 0, there is quite a possibility that it would be
effective for a short period during the constant velocity motion. This also happens in simulations for
Type II, as shown in Fig.4b.
Fig.3c shows that IMM particle filter can maintain a track score not lower than 0.8, but the score of
the other particle filter falls down to zero in the middle of the track period.
Fig.4 shows that the IMM particle filter has
comparable performance with the one in (Gordon and
Ristic, 2002) for Type II, because there is little maneuverability in the flight. In fact, Type II is a special
case, because in reality most blind Doppler issues
arise from maneuverable movements. In general, the
IMM particle filter is more competent in dealing with
uncertain situations (i.e. the blind Doppler issue)
during a tracking than the particle filter using a single
model.

CONCLUSION
In this work, we studied most cases of blind
Doppler, and categorized them into two types: intentional tangential flying to the radar and unintentional

flying that also leads to the blind Doppler. Enlightened by the work of (Boers and Driessen, 2003), we
proposed an interacting multiple model particle filter
which combines a constant velocity model and an
acceleration model to handle maneuvering motions.
We compared the IMM particle filter with the particle
filter proposed by Gordon and Ristic (2002). Simulation results showed that the IMM particle filter outperforms the other method in terms of tracking accuracy and continuity.
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